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After years apart, Mick and Megan O&#39;Brien are finally ready to make it official&#133;again.

Most of their grown children couldn&#39;t be happier about their rekindled love and impending

marriage this holiday season. Only Connor is a holdout. Driven to become a divorce attorney after

what he views as his mother&#39;s abandonment of their family, Connor&#39;s not about to give

his blessing to this reunion romance.The last thing Megan wants to do is hurt her family again. After

all, is she really sure she and Mick can make it this time around? And when an unexpected delivery

causes chaos, it seems only a miracle can reunite this family.Of course, it is Christmas&#151;the

season of miracles.
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A Chesapeake Shores Christmas draws you in straight away to the story and life of the O'Brien

family and the impending remarriage of the parents, Mick and Megan. There are secrets, but most

of all, non-communication between many of the family members. It says something for the writing

that you like these people immediately and feel their frustration. The characters are well described

and even better, since this is a book in a series; it does stand alone. You can enjoy this book

without having read the previous ones; but it will make you want to read them too.You feel the love



and frustration of this large family; but most of all their love. It is an enjoyable read and a nice little

Christmas book.

I have read all the books in this series and have enjoyed them very much. Sherryl Woods does a

great job of developing her characters and by the end of her books, I often feel as satisfied as if I

have eaten an exquisite meal. However, this book - completing the story of Megan and Mick -

seemed rushed and way too predictable. I finished the book in record time, which led me to believe

that it was shorter than the other books. Although I read the Kindle version (LOVE, LOVE, LOVE my

Kindle, but that's a review for a different time) I checked the paperback edition which came in at 288

pages, I then checked the rest of the series which came in at 400 pages. Anyway, I do recommend

this book if you have read the others, just don't set your expectations too high. If you haven't read

any books in the series, start with the first one, The Inn At Eagle Point. You won't be disappointed.

The O'Briens of Chesapeake Shores are a very complex family. There is always something

happening and siblings get mad at each other and then others try to smooth things out. This series

could go on forever .. The family dynamics hold thereafter .. just wondering what else can happen to

this family??

I am enjoying this series. I was just a little disappointed with the unfolding of this book. At times it

seemed a little unrealistic the way everyone just let bygones be bygones. But...I love these

characters so much that I still found it to be an entertaining page Turner. I recommend this series...

You have to be really into family conflicts,spousal misunderstandings,obstinate children, flaming

egos, and an unending decision-making, nerve-shattering prolongation of whether a wedding should

take place.There are more roadblocks to the wedding plans for the remarriage of Mick and Megan

than a police barricade and a 10 mile stretch of road resurfacing cones. All tender moments

evaporate amidst a hail of he said/she said/they said/ I feel/ they feel/we feel. The dialogue is so

endless that one forgets that this is a holiday setting with little to brighten the season. Another

disfunctional family we do not need.

I'm glad the author did a book focusing on the parents Mick & Megan but for me it dragged and

dragged. We saw a peek of what I think the next book will be about Connor and Heather but I have

to be honest I sooooo hope the story line for these two do not continue in the same way it was in



this book. This book covered a lot of info about Connor and quite frankly I wasn't impressed. I really

don't want to read more about his and Heather's stubbornness.

I started this series about a month ago and am just finished book 4. It has been a long time since I

read a series that has me keep coming back. I thoroughly enjoy this series and just purchased Book

5.

After reading the first three books in this series, I was so pleased to discover there are more! Sherryl

Woods has a way of making her readers feel personally acquainted with the characters and the

town.
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